Atlanta
Connected Campus

Customer Ecosystem

- **Segment**
  - Cloud: 25+
  - Content: 35+
  - Enterprise: 65+
  - Financial: 25+
  - Information Technology: 65+
  - Network: 135+
- **Total**: 350+

Connectivity

- **Blended Bandwidth**
  - IP Bandwidth Connect

- **Multi Cloud Access**
  - Service Exchange

- **Internet Exchange Access**
  - DRIX

- **Direct Cloud Access**
  - AWS Direct Connect
  - Google Cloud Interconnect
  - IBM Direct Link

Capabilities

- Cages, Cabinets & Private Suites
- Private Suites
- Cages & Cabinets
- Non-Digital Realty Facility
- Lit Connectivity
- Dark Fiber Connectivity
- Lit & Dark Connectivity
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